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VLF HISS OBSERVED AT SYOWA STATION, ANTARCTICA - I 

Observation of VLF hiss 

Ynshihito TJ\Ni\I<A 

Abstract 

VLF hiss observed at Syowa Station may be divided into steady a nd impulsive 
types. The steady VLF hiss which appears in association with moderate geomagnetic 

activity and weak cosmic noise absorption (CNA) at 30 MHz, continues from ten to 

several tens of minutes and dominates in the lower frequency range (5- 12kHz), usually 

occurrin g in the evening side of the nighttime. Near the magnetic midnight, an 

impulsive VLF hiss occurs almost synchronously with the auroral break- up a lways 

followed by sha rp a nd large fluctuation s of magnetic H-component and CNA. It falls 

sharply in short period before the maximum activity of the a urora and its frequency 

range extends more than 100 kHz. 

Through a polarimeter, VLF hiss is divided into right-handed polarized (R - ) 

component and lef t-handed polarized (L - ) component. The polarization record teaches 

us that VLF hiss is right-handed pola rized. However, the ratio of R-component to 

L-component was smaller than we had expected. Supposed that VLF h iss comes 
down to the ground with nea rly circular polariza tion and small angle of incidence, 

the pola rization data seem to be expla ined by the simultaneous arrival of multiple 

rays uncorrelated. 

Displaying Lissajous' f igures on a cathode ray tube, we investigated the polari

zat ion, incid ent angle and arriving direction of VLF hiss (hereafter the method is 

called as CRT method). The figures show that VLF hiss propagates downward with 

not so large a n angle of incidence, roughly within the magnetic meridian plane. 

1. Introduction 

Since Ellis ( 1959) first observed the continuous type VLF em1sswn s (VLF hiss) 

with the minimum level reading circuit devised by himself, the observation of VLF 



hiss has been advanced. The occurrence of VLF hiss has been actively studied. 

However, as to the polarization, incident a ngle and arriving direction of VLF hiss, 

even the observa tions have not been enough. Direction finding experiments were 

carried out with goniometer arrangements (E llis 1960, l wai & Tanaka 1968, Vershinin 

1970) and by means of alternately switching loop anten nas to a preamplifier (Harang 

& Hauge 1965). The observations on polarization were made with a polarimeter 

system (l wai & Tanaka 1968, Tanaka et al. 1970) and by means of displaying polari

zation patterns on a n oscillograph (Harang & Hauge 1965, Nishino & Tanaka 1969, 

Tanaka et a l. 1970). 

Since 1967, at Syowa Station (-69.6° geomagnetic latitude) we had been observing 

the intensity, polarization, incident angle and arriving direction of VLF hiss with 

the minimum level reading circuit, the polarimeter system and the CRT method. 

In part I of this pa per, we will introduce the observing method adopted and 

explain the principle of the observation. Then, we will show some obtained data 

and outline genera l features of VLF hiss in the auroral zone (auroral hiss). Moreover, 

we will discuss the interference from atmospherics and artificial noises, and the pro

blems arising due to multiple rays and low ground conductivity. 

T he purpose of part II is to make statistical investigations into the occurrence 

and polarization of VLF hiss events and to clarify some cha racteristics on the pro

pagation of auroral hiss. 

Antenna site 

350m 

100m 

300m 

Observing station 

750 Hz 
2KHZ 
5 KHZ 
8KHZ 

12KHZ 
25 KHZ 
40KHZ 
70KHZ 

cRT method detect i ng 
polarizot ion, incident ang le 
and arriv ing direction 

at 5, 12 and 25 KHz 

Fig. I. Block diagram of the apparatus at Syowa Station in 1968. 
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2. Observing tt?chnique 

Fig. I shows the block diagram of the apparatus at Syowa Station. The antenna 

system consists of a pair of crossed loops directed in geographical N-S and E-W and 
a vertical antenna. The loop antenna is of the triangle type of two turns and its 

dimension is 20 m in height and 40 m at the base. The vertical antenna is a pipe 

of 10 m long. In order to reduce the interfering disturbances induced for very low 

conductivity of the ground, the counterpoise is set radially with 35 copper wires of 

15 m long around the vertical antenna. The preamplifiers are installed just under 

the antennas and each of the output signals is led b y a twin-ax cable of 300- 350 m 
long to the main amplifier in the observation room. T he signa ls through the main 

amplifiers arc supplied to the intensity meter, the polarimeters and the cathode ray 

tubes, respectively. 

2-1 Obserr:ation of intensity 

The intensity meter consists of narrow band amplifiers and pen-oscillographs. In 

the narrow band amplifiers, the signals (N-S signals as a re generally used ) arc selected 

in eight ranges of center frequencies at 0.75, 2, 5, 8, 12, 25, 40 and 70 kHz by band 
pass filters (Q = 10) and each signal selected is rectifi ed to d-e and averaged for 10 

milli-seconds and then fed to the resistance-capacitance circuit with a charging time 

constant of 5 seconds and a discharging time constant of 2 milli-seconds. The d-e 

output is recorded on a chart paper moving at 10 em/hour. 

2 2 Observation of polarizatio11 with poh&rimeter and 

pen-oscillograph method 

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of polarimeter and pen-oscillograph system. A 

polarimeter is composed of one pair of phase shifters and two band pass amplifiers. 

Through a pair of phase shifters, either N-S or E-W signa l is led and lagged in phase 

by right angle at the frequency selected by the following band pass filter and added 

to the other signal. Then, the incoming signals are divided into right-handed pola

rized component and left-handed polarized component. The divided signals are 
respectively introduced to the band pass a mplifiers with band pass filters of center 

frequencies at 0.75, 12 and 25kHz and of which Q 40. Then, each signal is supplied 

to the detect ing circuit with the same property as the intensity meter's and the output 

is recorded on a chart paper moving at 10 em/hour. 
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2 -3 Observation of polarization, iucident angle and 

arriviug direction with CRT method 

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of CRT method detecting polarization, incident 
angle and arriving direction at 5, 12 and 25 kHz. The signals of N-S and E-W 

channels are given to a goniometer and then supplied to band pass amplifiers m 
which phase and gain adjustments are strictly made to eliminate the differences of 
phase and gain induced in the two receiving systems. When a vertical signal is given 

to a CRT, its phase shift caused in the all receiving system, involving the antenna 

must be equal to N-S and E-W signals'. So, the phase of the vertical signal is adjusted 
in the phase shifter. These phase adjustments of the receiving systems are made by 
giving test signals to dummy antenna circuits installed instead of observing antennas. 

B.P.A. 

Pen Rec. 

B.P.A. 

0.75, 12, 25 Kllz 

Q = 40 

Fig. 2. Black diagram of polarimeter and pen- osc ill ograph sys tem. 

CRT 

BrlghtnUI 

Modulation-

Fig. 3. Block diagram of CRT m ethod detecting polarization , in cident 

angle and arr iving direction at 5, 12 and 25 kHz. 
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The outputs from N-S and E-\V channel ba nd pass amplifiers (B. P. A. , Q = 200) are 
introduced to a CRT. One of these outputs and a11 output from the vertical channel 
B. P. A. (Q = 200) are given to the other CRT. The other output from the vertical 

channel B. P. A. is supplied to the switching circuit, from which two output signals 

modulate the brightnesses of the pictures on the two cathode ray tubes, respectively. 

f----~ Brlghtntn Nodulotion -I 

' 
+ 12Y "!-----~_,.,. -l2V 

j Trig . LeY J _ BriCJhfneu Mod\II<Jtion ·2 

Ourot1on of bfi~ht· ror LI!;SOJOUs' f•oure 
nus modulohr.n to fode groduoll~ 

Is orblhoflly ttleeled. in to o foil like shape 

Interval and frame number of 

photographing ore selected 

Interval , I . 2 . 5 , 10 uc: 

Frome : I , 2 , 4 , 8 

Fig. 4. Block diagram o f switching circuit. 

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the switching circuit. When a signal of pho

tographing start is given, the interval (I, 2, 5 or 10 seconds) and frame number (I, 2, 

4 or 8) of photographing a re selected in the interval and frame number control circuit. 

On the other hand, the starting signal pushes the shu tter of the camera. A gate 

signal which synchronizes with the shutter's movement is shaped and then supplied 

to an one-shot multivibrator in which the duration of brightness modulation is arbi

trarily chosen. The output from the one-shot multiv ibrator is modified in the integral 

circuit so that a Lissajous' figure fades gradua ll y in to a tail like shape. 

the sense of rotation of the magnetic field can be easily known. 

As the result, 

Only when the 
amplitude of the vertical signal is greater than or equal to zero level, the picture 

described by the N-S and E-W signals is desired to be displayed on a CRT. So, d-e 
bias is added so that the Schmitt triggering starts a t the zero level of the vertical 

signal. Then, the output from the Schmitt circuit is modified by the outputs from 

the one-shot multivibrator and the integral circuit. And the modified signal is added 

to the cathode of a CRT so that the brightness modulation begins at the zero level 
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o f the vert ica l signa l a nd continues only during plus half cyclrs. 

At the station where the sources of VLF hisses are just over the ob~erv ing point 

a nd where some waves with not so large incident a ngles a rc received at the same 

time, it is generally difficult to usc a goniometer a rra ngement. For our prac tica l 

observation, a goniometer arrangement was non-effective, so that the goniometer 

remained fi xed. The figure d esc ribed by N-S and E-W signa ls is, in prac tice, di s

played only during a few plus half cycles of the vertical signal. Then, two CRT 

patterns are simultaneously photog raphed and a ll physical properties of VLF hiss are 
analysed with the photograph. 

X 

~. Principle of the observation 

Wove Normal 

I 

The principle o f the observational method 

of atmospherics was once di scussed by lwai (1962) 

and this could be applied for the Anta rctic 

observation. The symbols used are listed below. 

x, y, z cartesian coordina te ; 

w 

z is measured vertically upwa rd , y is 

directed toward geographical north 

and x-y plan is the ground. 

angular wave frequency ; 

Fig. 5. Coordina te system. 

a time factor exp (jwt) is used m this 

paper. 

0 

H ., H ., H , 

E., En E , 

Et, H I 

Ez, H2 

f! t> Pz 

AI; A 2 
}. 

¢> 

h 

incident angle 
azimutha l angle 

x, y and z components of magnetic fi eld at a point P 

x, y and z components of electric field at a point P 

electric and magnetic components of TM mode wave 
electric a nd m agnetic components of TE mode wave 

complex reflection coeffici ents of TM a nd TE mode waves 

amplitudes of magnetic f ields of TM and TE mode waves 
wave length 

phase difference between TM and TE mode wave 
height of a receiving point P 

Each component of magnetic a nd electric fields a t P ts 
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H ,= {- l + ,n2 cxp (- j 
4).~cosi) } H2 cosi • sin 0 - {l+r, 1 cxp (- j 4~h cosi) }Ht cosO 

H, = {- I + (J2 cxp (- j 
4~..!!_ cosi j } H2 cosi ·cos 0 + {I+ p1 exp (- j 

4 
; h cosi) } H 1 sin 0 

E, = {- I + ,n1 cxp (- j 
4~ h cosi) } E1 cosi • sin 0 + {I+ flz exp ( - j 

4i. h cosi) } E2 cos 0 

E, = {- I + p, cxp (- j 
4~ h cosi) } E1 cosi • co sO - {I + (12 cxp (- j 

4~~ cosi) } E2 sin 0 

Here, we assume as follows. 
(a) VLF hiss, in general, a downcoming plane wave and is elliptically polarized. 
(b) The ground is flat and perfectly conductive. 

(c) The wave is a monochromatic sine wave. 
The assumption (a) is, perhaps, reasonable for the reception of the VLF hiss 

within a source a rea. It is possible in most cases to assume that the ground is per
fectly conductive for VLF range. The assumption {c) may be accepted if the narrow 
band pass fi lters are used and the patterns for the ini tia l and a few more cycles are 

discussed . 

Thus, we assume p1 = I, p2 = - I and l p h 

hence , 
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H , = - 2A2 cosi • cos {J • sin (wt +¢) + 2A1 sin 0 • sinwt 

E, = 2A1 sini • sinwt 

H, = E , = E, = 0 

where, 

It 1s, therefore, clear that only H ., H 1 and E , have to be discussed for VLF 

range . 

3 - 1 Obser vation of polarization w ith polarimeter and 

pm-oscillograph m ethod 

Through a phase shifting circuit, H , component IS led a nd lagged in phase by 

right angle and each is added to H ., respectively. 
Accordingly, 

put 

C = amplitude of (H ;- + H y) 
amplitude of (H ;- + H ,) 

where, 

H ; H , led in pha~e by 90" 

H , II , lagged in phase 90" 

R ; L ········· (I ) 



R/L ratio of R-component to L-component 

then, 

if c .? 
if c < 

if c = l 

right-handed elliptically polarized 

left-handed elliptically polarized 

linearly polarized 
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Here, the right-handed sense means that the electric and magnetic vectors rotate 
clockwise when the observer is looking in the direciion of the earth's magnetic field. 

The C values for different ¢'s as a parameter of k are shown in Fig. 6. 

c 

10 

5 

2 

0.5 

0.2 

0.1 

0 
30° 60° 30° <O -30° - 60° -90° 

120° 150° ± 180° -150° -1 20° .P 

f'ig. 6. C values for differen t </J's as a parameter of k. 
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3 2 Observation with CRT method 

Within a source area, it is generally non-effective to usc a goniometer arrangement. 

Hence, we explain in this section the observing method with fixed crossed loops. So, 
H,- H , figure displaying only during plus ha lf cycles of E , (fig. 7- 1), and H ,-E , 

figure (Fig. 7-2) are used to find the physical quantities of VLF hi s~. If E , = 0 , 

H./H, = tan 0 for the cutting axis of the half ellipse . Thus, the symmetric line for 

the cutting axis with respect to the straight line H.= I-I , gives the arriving direction. 

And the direction is determined without 180° ambiguity, through a simple analysis. 

If the coordinate axes are ro tated counter-clockwise by angle 0 and the new axes are 

written as H . & H, then H, & H, can be g iven as follows. 

H. -2A 1 sinwt, 1-f. - -2A2 sin (wt + t)) cosi 

This IS the same expressiOn as H ., H , when (I = 0° . 

So, we can get A2 cosi/ A 1 and I sin ¢ I, as shown in Fig. 8 and then ¢ can be 
obtained in a simple analysis. H ,-E , figure is an ellipse in general and in this figure 

we get m/p =sini I (k I sin() • sin 91), from which we can de termine i value. Thus, 
all quantities can be obtained without any ambiguity. 

The above-mentioned treatment is for a single wave and moreover the above 

discussion is reasonable only when the intensity of one wave is much more dominant 

than those of the other waves, even if some signals arc simultaneously received from 

multi-directions within a source area. 
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Hx 
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/wave normal 

Hy 

Hy 

H. - H , , the figure during plus half cycle of E ,. 

Fig. 7- 1 

, 
I 

I 

Fig. 8. H, - H , pattern. 

4. Observed results 

4 - 1 Gmeral features of VLF hiss 
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He 

E, 

H..,-E, pattern 

Fig. 7- 2 

Fig. 9 shows the diurnal and seasonal variation of the occurrence of VLF hiss at 
12 kHz. T he occurrences in the other frequencies (2, 5, 8 and 25 kHz) also have 
been found to be of the same tendency (not shown in this paper). It is seen in the 
figure that the activity is the greatest before the magnetic midnight and the occur

rences concentrate in the local night and that the occurrences are limited in winter 
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radio nmse at 30 MHz was recorded at Syowa Station by a standard riomcter con
nected to a vertically direct, five-element Yagi antenna, so that the directivity of the 
antenna is fairly sharp toward the vertical direction. Moreover, it is not always easy 
to distinguish in practice a small absorption dip in the riometer datum. So, CNA 
data are thought to be not more sensitive than geomagnet ic data in order to inves
tigate the correlations to VLF hiss events, as found in figures 17 and 18. 
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4 2 Polarization with polarimete1· and pm-oscillograph method 
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Through a polarimeter, VLF hiss is di vided into R-component and L-component 

and the two components are recorded on a chart paper. Fig. 19 represents the ratios 

of R-componcnts to L-components on the peak levels of VLF hisses at 12 and 25kHz. 
In the figure, VLF hisses are shown to be right-handed polarized. However, it is 
not clear whet her VLF hisses a re elliptically polarized or they come down with right

handed circular polarization and considerably large incident a ngles. 

On the other hand, it has been supposed that VLF hiss comes down a lmost 

vert ically along the line of force of the earth's magnetic field in whistler mode 

(Harang & Hauge, 1965). However , the results shown in Fig. 19 can not be reasonably 
explained on the assumption that a sing le wave wit h circular polarization and with 

not so la rge an incident angle is received. Therefore, it is, firstly, necessary to know 

the polarization of VLF hiss in the free space and secondly to discuss the waves from 

multi-directions. The problems will be discussed in part II of this paper. 

4 3 Polarization, incident angle a11d arriving directio1l 

with CRT method 

T he obse rvation with the CRT method I S very delicate and difficult because of 

co 
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Fig. 19. R at io of R componen t to L- component of VLF hiss. 

the technical problem involved in the observational timing and in the separation of 
the hiss from unwanted atmospherics. So, the number of desi rable data is, unfortu

nar ely, not so many. 

Fig. 20 gives pola rizations, incident angles and a rriving directions obtained with 

the CRT m ethod at the VLF events shown in figures II and 12. It is found in Fig. 

20 that the waves come down to the ground with not so large incident angles and 
tha t the arriving directions are nearly parallel to the m agnetic meridian pla ne pass ing 

through Syowa Sta tion. Fig. 21 shows some exa mples of oscillographic patterns. 
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same as those of the VLF events shown 

in figure~ II and 12. A dot correspond~ 

to an oscillographic figure. The direc· 

tion angle is measu red clockwise from 
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23.50 7 May L. T. 25 kHz. 

23.29 7 Ma y L. T. 12kHz. 

00.02 8 May L. T . 25 kHz . 

Fig. 21. O scillographic pa tterns: H , is the geographic e a s t 

component of magne ti c field, I-I , i' the nonh com ponent 

and E , is the vertical component of e lectr ic field. 

5. Discu;:sion 

5 - 1 I nterference from atmospherics and artificial noises 

Even at high latitude, levels of a tmospherics ar e high enough. At Syowa Station, 

average levels of atmospherics a t night in winter are compa rable to peak levels of 
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VLF events. So, a routine and quantitative observation of the intensity is carried 

out with the minimum level reading circuit developed by Ellis (1959) and Twai (1964). 
The circu it is d esigned in o rder to be sensiti ve to continuous signa ls such as VLF 

hisses but not sensitive to impulsive noises such as a tmospherics. 1t is composed of 

the resistance-capaci tance circui t with a large charging time constant and a very small 
discharging time constant. The cha rging time constant is chosen in consideration of 

duration s of VLF events a nd the intensity ratios of VLF events to a tmospherics. 
In our case, the charging time constant was 5 seconds a nd the discharging time con

stant was 2 milli-seconds. As a resu lt, the attenuation of atmospherics levels through 
the circuit was more than 20 dB. 

average intensity 

·, ·. 
•' \ , \ 

..... \ 

\ 

• 

threshold l evel 
... ~. 

/ \ 
I \ 

·-- .... -' \ 
• 

set noise level 

2 10 

Fig. 22. 

50 KHz 

For the strict calibration of the inten

sity and the exact detection of the ratio 

of R-component to L-component, i t is 

necessary to suppress the noise level in

duced mainly by atmospherics as low as 

possible. So, the threshold levels on which 

VLF events were distinguished, were 

higher and depended on the receiving 

frequencies. The in tensities in the maxi

mum occurrences of VLF hisses (described 

as average in tensity in Fig. 22) we re rough

ly estimated from Fig. 6 of part II of 

this paper a nd they a lso depended on the 

frequencies. Both the dependences a re 

nearly similar as shown in Fig. 22. Thus, 

it is inferred in the figure that the thre

shold levels were set, as the detections of 

VLF events were roughly equivalent m 

the ra nge of the receiving frequency. As 

the occurrence number of VLF events depends sensiti vely on the threshold level, it 
is not reasonable to discuss the absolute value of the occurrence, but it IS necessary 

to pay attent ion to the re lative value a nd its variation. 
At Syowa Station, the ground consists of huge blocks of rocks. So, the ground 

conductivity is low and the ea rthing resistance is conside rably large. A vertical 

antenna is unbalanced to the g round. Therefore, a rtificial noises, power noises in the 
main , within the station are induced into the top of the apparatus if the earthing 

resistance is la rge. We set the counterpoise around the vertical antenna and detected 
the differential signal of the two outputs from the vertical antenna and the counter

poise in the prea mplifier, eliminating the artificial noises and holding the ground to 

be equivalently perfectly conductive. As a result , the ratios of wanted signals to 
power noises were improved more than 10 dB. 
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At Syowa Station, the levels of atmospherics are usually much higher than those 

of VLF hisses. Moreover, atmospherics propagate a lmost horizontally, but VLF 
hisses come down with not so large angles of incidence. Thus, the difference of the 
two levels comes to be so much la rger fo1· the reception of VLF signals with a vertical 

antenna. Hereby, atmospherics interfere ver y often especiall y in the vert ical signa ls. 

Then, it is considerably difficult to obtain desirable Lissajous' figures in the obser

vation with the CRT method. 

5-2 MulHple rays 

In this section, we will discuss the following problem. How fairly do the physica l 

properties obtained for a single wave on a Lissajous' figure d escribe those of indivi

dual waves if the received signal is composed of multiple waves ? 

It has been s~pposed that VLF hiss came down vertically a long the field line 
with right-handed circular polarization. We will suggest in part II that VLF hiss 

comes down to the ground with right-handed circular polariza tion and not so la rge 

an incident angle, roughly within the magnetic m eridian plane, and that multiple 

waves downcoming with different incident angles and independent phases are usually 

simultaneously received. 

For a simple example, we will take up two waves coming down from the geo

magnetic north with equal amplitude, right-handed circular polarization and incident 

angles of 30°, 50° . Fig. 23 shows CRT patterns described when the two waves are 

simultaneously received and the phase difference (a) changes. Whereas, physical 

properties given in the fi gure is obtained on the assumption that a single wave is 

r eceived. 

In the figure, it is found that the physical properties analysed on oscillographic 

patterns are r emarkably different from those of each wave. However, the properties 

roughly speaking may be supposed to show those of each wave or the average values, 
if the phese difference is not so large. Usable oscillographic patterns in the analysis 
are very few chiefly because of the interference from atmospherics and multiple rays. 
But these usable patterns are supposed to satisfy the condition that phase differences 

are not so large. Therefore, when multiple rays are received at the same time, it is 
unable to find precisely the physical properties of individual waves but it is able to 

investigate the average values of the properties in the observation wi th the CRT 

method. 
In few cases of isolated and sharp VLF bursts, the CRT m ethod is of course 

effective. 
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Fig. 23. Lissajous' figures on CRT and physica l properties obtained in 

the t ime when two waves a re received at t he same ti me with 

right-handed c ircu lar polarization , equal intensity, azimuthal 

angle of - 45° (geomagnet ic north) and incident angles of 30°, 

50° and the phase difference (a ) c hanges. (a ) is given by wt~= 

wt,+a. (I) is to the wave with incident ang le of 30° and (2) 

is to the wave with incident angle of 50°. An arrow sho ws a 

wave normal directoin. "a" represents (Az/ A 1). 

5 3 Errors due to low g round co1ldztctivity 

When the ground conductivity is low, a Lissajous' figure is usually different 

from that for perfect conductivity. H ence, the physical quantities obtained in the 
figure on the assumption that the ground is perfectly conductive, are thought to be 

generally not t rue. Moreover , a polarization obtained with the polarimeter and 

pen-oscillograph system is a lso thought to be affected . 
The reflection coefficient p1 and p2 a re complex in general and written as follows. 

N 2 cosi - (N" - sin2 i ) '' 

N2 cosi + (N 2 - sin 2 i ) '1 
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cosi (N2 - sin2 i ) i 2 

cosi + (N2 
- sin2 i) "' 

N2 K - j (a/2rr f <0) 

I Pzl exp (- je9z) 

where, N refractive index of the ground 

a specific conductivity 
dielectric constant (specific inductive capacity) 

<0 dielectric constant of free space 

Then, each component of magnetic and electric fields at a receiving point is 

H , (- 1 + p2) H 2 cosi•sin0 - (I + p1) H 1 cosU 

........ . ..... . ......... (2) 

E, ( I + p1) E1 sin i 

We discuss the following two cases. 

1 ; dry ground, tr, = 4, a = 5 X ]Q- :> u/m 

II ; wet ground, tr, = 8, a = 5 X I0- 3 v/m 
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We will first ly investigate the error~ due to low ground conductivity which are 

contained within the physical properties obtained with the CRT method. 
If E .,= 0, eq uation (2) gives that H ,;H = tan fJ for the cutting axis of a ha lf 

ellipse. Thus, the arriving direction 0 contains no e rror. When H , and H , are 

rotated counter-clockwise by ane;lc 0, the new axes are wr itten as H, a nd H y. 

H ,. (- 1 + (l2) • H 2 co:.i 

The errors within A2/ i\ 1 and t? can be discussed on H , - H y figure shown in Fig. 

2.J:, if we investigate the K and ~if> values given by the following equations. 

K 
(cz + d Z) " 

(a 2 + b Z) .:;-

A~ cos i 
A, 

Jl 1 - 2 I Pz I · cos f-Jz + I p~ I 2 
} H 

I + 2 I p, I · cos EJ, + I p, I 2 

If we define ~ k a:. ..'lk K k, we get 

~k/K 

where, 

1 - { 
I + 2 I .n I I cos (-)I + I (I I I 2 

I - 2 I Pz I cos &2 + I Pz I 2 

a = - r\ 1 ( I + I p, I cosf-Jd 

c A 2 cos i {-cos 9 + I Pz I cos(<;) - &d } 

d A2 cos i {-sin <P + I (iz I sin (</J- (-Jz)) 
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And 

So, 

sin (rp + !).ljJ ) 

cos !).rp 

I ad- be I 
( cz + dZ ) Y2 

( a2 + b2 ) H 

I - I Pz I cos Gz + I PI I cos el - I PI I I Pz I cos (Gz- 81) 

( l + 2 I Pt I cos e l + I PI I 2 ) J1 ( l - 2 I Pz I cos e2 + I Pz I 2 ) Y2 

I Pz I sin e2 + I PI I sin el + I PI I I Pz I sin (Gz- el ) 
sin f). rp - --( -~ -+ 2 I pI I cos e I + I (! ;J2TY2 ( 1 - 2 I Pz I cos e 2 + I Pz I 2 ) Y2 

Assuming that the reflecting surfaces are dry and wet grounds, !). k/K and !). <jJ 

are calculated as shown in Fig. 25. lL is found in the figure that !). k/ K and f'). ljl for 

the wet ground are n egligibly small in VLF range unless an inciden t angle approaches 

too near to right angle and that those for the dry ground a re roughly negligible if 

the frequency is in VLF range and the incident angle is not so large. 

On the other hand, we can get the value of { (m'/ p ') Ksin 0 sin (¢+ ~¢)} on Fig. 

24 through the same process as we took for the perfectly conductive surface and it 

can be easily shown that the value is equal to sin i. Therefore, the incident angle i 

contains no error. 
Next, we will check the error within the polarizat ion obtained with the polari

meter and pen-oscillograph system. For sim plicitie' s sake, we assume that the received 

signal is right-handed circularly polarized. So, the polarization for perfect ground 

conductivity is 

C" ( I + cos i ) I ( I - cos i ) 



and the polarization for low ground conductivity is 

C L = ( cos2 i ( I pz 12 
- 2 I p2 I cos l9z + I) + ( I Pt 12 + 2 I p1 I cos 191 + I) - 2cos 1 • 

{I Ptll Pzl cos(191- E:lz)- I P1l cos191 + I Pzl cosl9z -1}) / 

( cos2 i (I Pz 12
- 2 I Pz I cos 192 + I) + ( I p1 I 2 + 2 I Pt I cos 191 + 1) + 2cos i · 

{ I P1 I I Pz I cos (191 - l9z) - I P1 I coset + I Pz I cos 192 - 1}) 

Hx 

{I) (2) 

Fig. 24. (I) Hx - H r figure when the conductivity is low. 

(2) H x - E , figure when the conductivity is low. 
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Fig. 25. 
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Fig. 26. The ratio of the polarization Ct. for low ground 

conductivity to the polarization Cp for perfectly 

conductive ground on the assumpti on that the 

received signa l is right- handed circularly polarized. 

c,;c ,, is calculated and shown in Fig. 26. Fig. 26 shows that the errors within tlw 

polarizations arc negligible in VLF range for the wet ground and even for the dry 

ground. 
In conculusion, we may neglect the er rors due to low ground conductivity within 

the polarization ratio Ad A" the phase difference <;, and the polariza tion R/ L of 

VLF hiss, in general. 
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